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Acquisitions, Cloud advancements
and global developments, the month
of May has seen exponential growth
across the industry and excitingly
we’re begging to see the technological
ramp up for the Qatar 2022 World Cup.
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Following the success of NAB, it was great to see the industry back out
at events such as ANGA COM & the Media Production Show across May.
Moreover, this month we saw the announcement of the huge acquisition
between Limelight & Edgecast as they begin to merge and become Edgio.
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It seems May is the month of exciting new developments, such as Arqiva
diversifying its product offering as they launch their cloud-based channel
and live event interchange, Arqade. Whilst NPAW announced a new
partnership with 3SSS to create a new data-fuelled customer intelligence
platform along with Agile Content appointing their new CEO Alfredo
Redondo.

Limelight Networks

Fancy a listen?

Cloud technology is continuing to remain a hot topic throughout the
industry with TV5 MONDE expanding their global reach using Harmonic’s
cloud streaming technology, it’s exciting to see the rest of the industry
pivot towards using the cloud to help their technological advancements.

In this issue:
The 66th Eurovision Song Contest reached 161 million
people over the 3 live shows in 34 measured markets
along with Glookast being selected and awarded
a contract to be one of the vendors for the Soccer
World Cup 2022 in Qatar.
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Arqiva launches cloud-based
channel and live event interchange,
ArqadeCustomers
Arqiva, the leading UK communications infrastructure
and media services provider, has launched Arqade,
a self-service pay-per-use interchange for rights
holders, broadcasters and platform operators. The
cloud-based platform, which can also take content
from conventional fibre and satellite inputs, delivers
to TV channels, platforms and online services for
streaming and video publishing – all with robust
monitoring and end-to-end technical management
by Arqiva.
Read article

Synamedia acquires Utelly to boost
Synamedia Go’s content discovery
capabilities
Synamedia, the world’s largest independent video
software provider, today announced the acquisition of
Utelly, a UK-based privately-owned content discovery
platform provider with products targeted at the
entertainment industry. Its offerings include metadata
aggregation, search and recommendations, as well as
content management and a content promotion engine.
Read article

NPAW and 3SS Help Operators
Prevent Churn and Grow ARPU via
Data-Fueled, Personalized UX

Limelight Acquires Yahoo’s
Edgecast and Rebrands as Edgio

3 Screen Solutions (3SS), leading provider of software
solutions for set-top boxes (STB) and multiscreen
entertainment, and NPAW, global leader in video
business intelligence and predictive analytics,
announced that they have combined technologies
to create a new data-fuelled customer intelligence
platform which helps operators prevent churn and
enhance average revenue per user (ARPU)

Limelight Networks, a leading provider of edge
enabled content delivery and applications solutions
at the edge, has entered into a definitive agreement
to acquire Yahoo’s Edgecast. Limelight will rebrand
as Edgio with the combined company continuing to
operate as Edgio upon close.
Read article

Read article
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161 Million Viewers watch 2022
Eurovision song contest as online
engagement soars

Agile Content appoints Alfredo
Redondo as new CEO

The 66th Eurovision Song Contest (ESC) from Turin,
Italy reached 161 million people over the 3 live shows
in 34 measured markets. The reach of the Contest in
those territories was up 7 million year on year.*
The viewing share for the Grand Final on Saturday
14 May was up three percentage points on 2021 at
43.3%, and remains more than double the broadcast
channels average (18.2%).

Redondo brings more than 30 years of experience in
the telecommunications and television industry to
Agile. As Executive Chairman, he led Alcatel (today
part of Nokia) in Iberia and Latin America, exceeding
two billion euros in turnover with more than five
thousand professionals, and later the integration
of Alcatel and Lucent in Iberia, undertaking the
deployment of four IPTV networks in parallel.

Read article

Read article

Glookast has been selected and
awarded a contract to be one of the
vendors for the Soccer World Cup
2022 in Qatar.

TV5MONDE Expands Global Reach
with Harmonic Cloud Streaming

Glookast capturer services will provide multiple
channels of both HD and UHD feed ingest in XAVC-I
300 (High Frame Rate) for the 2022 World Cup in
Qatar.

Harmonic (NASDAQ: HLIT) today announced that
leading French-language entertainment provider
TV5MONDE is streaming its channels to millions
of households with Harmonic’s VOS®360 cloud
streaming platform.

Read article

Read article
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A catch up with...

Wolfgang Zeller - Head of Video Centre
of Excellence at Vodafone
What did you want to do when you
‘grew up’?

What ambitions do you still have?
Everything in our lives is changing
so much, so I’d like to keep up as
long as possible.

I thought I’d become some sort of
construction engineer.

What do you find irritating in other
people?

University or school of life?
A nice combination of both!

As an Austrian I’m sarcastic, and I’m
always surprised how many people
are not.

Who was, or still is, your idol?
I never really had an idol.

If your 20yr old self saw you now,
what would they think?

Ambition or talent, what matters
more to success?

Oh that’s a surprise! But good!

I think both mixed with the right
portion of luck.

Listen to our most
recent podcast
episode here.

What would you like to own that
you don’t already?
A nice place by the sea.
What is your biggest
extravagance?
I’m gadget mad!
Where/what is your happy place?
Quality time with my family.
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